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ABSTRACT 

‘The phenomenology of beamstrahlung radiation is discassrd. 
with an rmphasis on its application to extracting the beam sizes 
from the observed signals and on monitoring the beam-beam col- 
lisiou in a nondisrupt,ivc manner. The calclllations used inrlade 
s,;ch effect,s as unequal beam sizes and aspect ratios, beam-beam 
ofTsc3t.s and beam orientation. Techniques for finding the beam 
I)araInetcrs in both thr cases of beams that, are round or ellip- 
tical in 111~ transvcrsr plane are also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Heamstrahlung is a form of synchrotron radiation in which 
th(: collcctivc electromagnetic fields of one beam bunch deflect, 
t,h~ particles contained in the colliding bunch and cause them to 
radiate. Synchrotron radiation formulas are used as the start.- 
ing point in all the calculations described below. These calcula- 
tions are prrformed using the following assumptions, which are 
jllstifiod under the current operating conditions of the Stanford 
I,incnr C’ollider (SIX): 

1. Ntgligible hcam disruption. 

2. Negligible quant,um effects. 

3. The charge density of each bunch is Gaussian in shape in 
all three dimensions. 

‘1. The radial width of the beam is much less than the longi- 
tudinal width. 

5. The beams arr ult rarelativistic. 

Note t.llat the results obtained in this paper are for thr prop- 
vrt,ic’s of bramstrahlung radiation itself; the detector effects have 
not. yet been folded in. Thr beamstrahlung detector in use at 
tltc‘ SLC is a Chrrmkov drvicc with a.11 energy threshold. So, 
if a substantial portion of the beamstrahlung spectrum is be- 
low threshold, much of the following would have to be modified. 
This is t,hc case currently at t,he SLC, but as the luminosity of 
the collisions increases, the thresllold rffrct should become less 
import mt.. 

2. ROUND BEAMS 

In the case of round beams in the transverse plane colliding 
llrail-on, the tot,al energy emitted in bramstrahlung radiation 
1)~ otic beam is: 
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and t 11~ lrinrinosity of the collisions is: 
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\\‘hcrc A’1 and !\‘z are the beam intrnsitips of the “proljc” and 
“target,” b~nis, respectively: clr is the radial size of the probe 
bmnl. crlz is the length of the target beam, B, is the ratio of thr 
probe’ beam size to t,he target beam size, m is the mass of the 
VlrActron. c is the spred of light, 7 is the Lorrntz factor, f is t,hr 
collision frc~ql~rncy, and r, is the, classical radius of t,hr rlttct ran. 

x \\‘ork nllp]““trd hy t II? Ikpartnlclll of Emgy. ror1l.racls DE-A(‘O:I 
if~SFOU~1.~ im~l DE~AC02~7fiF:RO1112. 

As shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), for head-on collisions, both the 
luminosity, L, and the total energy emitted in beamstrahlung 
by one beam, Ul, have a l/glr dependence and a weaker but 
monotonically increasing dependence on B,. Thus, as luminos- 
ity increases, so does ill. Therefore. cil can be used as an unob- 
trusive way to monitor any changes in the luminosity. IIowever, 
1; alone contains no information on what caused the luminosity 
changr. and, in general, depends on the beam intensities, beam 
widths, and beam sizes: any one of which could cause a change 
in luminosity. Extracting any of these parameters requires thr 
study of offset beam collisions. 

One technique t,o obt,ain additional information about the 
beams is moving one beam in small steps (usually 2 j/m) across 

thca other beam.’ hleastlring the beamstrahlung signal at each 
position of the scan results in a. 1/l vs. impact parameter dis- 
tribution. In the case of round offset beams, the total energy 
vrnitted is: 
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where lo(z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of 
order 0, and [ is a dimensionless impact parameter equal to 

alfigh, whrrr a is the actual impact parameter. This integral 
nnlst be done numerically. Plots of (71 vs. impact parameter 
show two classes of shapes. If B, is greater than 1.23. the curve 
has one peak centered at zero offset. If B, is less than 1.23, the 
Cltrvr has two peaks with a local minimum at zero offset (SW 
Fig. 1). 

‘I’hc extraction of the beam parameters from t,lir 1’1 \‘s. < 
distribniion would rpquirt’ a 7-pararnetrr fit involving all online 
numerical integration and would therefore be slow. Instrad, 
each of the beam paramrtrrs except zV, and n:! can be found 1)~ 
studying the shape of the distributions. Thr widt.hs of the 1!1 
VS. < distributions depend only on the radial sizes of the beams 
and not on the beam intensities or lengths. If one defines tllis 
distribution width as the full width at half the radiated energy 
at zero offset (see Fig. l), the I:1 vs. [ distribution width scaled 
by the probe beam sigma is a function of B, alone (see Izig. 2). 
The ratio of the lil vs. [ distribution widt.hs of the two beams 
is also a function of & (see Fig. 3). By combining both graphs, 
one gets a relationship between the ratio of the widths and the 
scaled width of one of the beams (see Fig. 4). By measuring thr 
widths of the rf, XJS. [ distribution for both the electron and 
positron beams, both beam sizes can thc,n be extracted. 

The lengths of the beams can then be extracted in a similar 
manner. The full width, defined above, multiplied by L’1 at zero 
offset is a function of tllc intensities, the beam lengths and J3,. 
l%ut B, is known from thr ratio of the lil vs. [ distribution 
widths, If one knows thr intensities from another ~ourre, the 
beam lengths can then bc cxt ractcd. 
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k‘ig. 1: The tota energy emitted for round beams in beam- 
strahlung radiation by one beam vs. impact parameter, for A’1 
and A’? equal to lOlo, 01~ equal to 2.4 pm, (~2~ equal to 1 mm, 
a/id B, as indicated. 14’1 is the width of the distribution. 
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Fig. 2: I:, vs. the impact parameter distribution width (Ct’l) 
scaltd by fhr probe beam width as a function of B, for round 
bCUlX 

3. ELLIPTICAL BEAMS 

For ellipt,ical hrams, all calculations become more compli- 
cated. One now has a o2 and fly instead of just a gr. Also, there 
arr two new angle parameters which drtcrmine the orientation 
of the two beams relative to each other and to the scan direction. 
Tile II, vs. ( distribution has the same two classes of shapes as 
thosrx for round beams, if the center of the probe beam passes 
tllrough the center of the target beam during the scan. If the 
I~(~RIII centrrs miss each other, one may also obtain single-peaked 
~III’V~~S tllat are offset from zero and double-peaked asymmetric 
curves. It also is no longer completely true that the total en- 
clrgy rmittcd always increases as the luminosity increases. An 
c%xalnplr of this happens when the beams are colliding head-on. 
‘1’11~ maximum of luminosity occurs when the angle between the 
major axis of’thc two bunches is zero, and thr minimum occurs 
when this angle is 90”. I>or t,he emitted energy, this is reversed. 
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Fig. 3: The ratio of the widths of both beams as a function of 

B, for round beams. 
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Fig. 4: lJ1 U.S. the impact parameter distribution width (WI) 
scaled by the probe beam width vs. the ratio of the widths of both 
beams. 

Also, there is no longer a simple relationship between the 
1;1 vs. < distribution widths and the radial beam sizes. But a 
scan along the z-direction is much more sensitive to al= and apz 
than to gly and gzY. So, if one does an x-scan and measures the 
U1 vs. ( distribution widths and extracts the beam sizes in the 
same way as in round beams, one gets answers that are within 
15% of the correct cz’s, provided that neither of the beams have 
aspect ratios greater than 2, and that the major and minor axes 
of the two beams are aligned with each other and with the scan 
direction. We expect that these conditions will hold for most 
of the 2-beam tuning work at the SLC. This is not a perfect 
rnethod for monitoring changes in the beam sizes since changes 
in the cY’s do affect the value found for the gz’s. It may be 
possible to extract the correct gz’s and gy’s for each beam by 
matching these four widths to the four l.Jl vs. ( distribution 
widths from the two orthogonal scans via a look-up table, but 
this has not yet been demonstrated. When there is an angle 
between the major and minor axes of the two beams, extracting 
the beam parameters may require a third scan not along either 
the 2 or y directions. 

In conclusion, beamstrahlung does show promise as a tech- 
nique to monitor the beam collisions at the SLC. But more work 
needs t,o be done to fully integrate the effects of the detector 
threshold and to understand the relationship between the beam 
parameters and the Gil vs. < distribution shapes for elliptical 
beams. 
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